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GRAMMARS FOR MAKING WRITTEN ORTHOGRAPHIC  
WORDS FROM TRANSCRIBED SPOKEN LANGUAGE 

A. Hiuntar, V. Zahariev 
United Institute of Informatics Problems of the NAS of Belarus, Minsk 

e-mail: lena205593@gmail.com, zahariev@bsuir.by 

There are two main problems for natural language processing on the 

transition step between morphological and phonetic levels of speech. The first 

one is a transformation from signed words to phonetically transcription for 

further processing with code signals corresponding to phonetic units [1]. This 

task is very common for example in text-to-speech synthesis systems [2]. The 

second one is an inverse problem: building of written orthographic words from 

transcribed spoken language.  This task is very important item within the 

framework of automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. In large vocabulary 

ASR systems, it is hard if not impossible to train separate statistical models for 

all words. In such systems, words are described as sequences of phonemes in a 

pronunciation lexicon, and statistical modeling is applied to phonemic units. In 

such case the problem of correct phoneme to grapheme transformation has a 

great significance. 

In our work we suggest solution of this problem based on Nooj 

framework [3]. A key feature of our finding is the use of syntactic level 

grammar for processing of phonetic units that are in fact atomic linguistic units 

of morphological, not syntactic level of speech. This fact allows us to build a 

more flexible model for phoneme-to-grapheme conversion, given the great 

opportunity of syntactic grammars, within the constraints imposed by the form 

of the incoming flow of phonetic units from the ASR speech analysis module. A 

higher level of abstraction, given by syntactic grammars, makes it possible to 

handle blank positions and pauses in the phonetic text, which is actually difficult 

to achieve, through the using of morphological grammars. Since its use implies a 

mandatory meaningful units, which can’t be, for example, a space or any 

absence of the sign. 

The general sequence of phonemic processing text as follows (fig.). Source 

phonemic (or allophonic) text derived from the resolver module of the speech 

signal is converted into a text object of Nooj system. This text is treated with a 

prepared set of syntactic level grammars. With these grammars performed a 

linguistic analysis of the text, and the results are exported from Nooj in XML 

format. Next, using a special Perl script is processing the given file, using a set 

of regular expression searching elements that Nooj recognized as grapheme 

units. On the output we get a graphemic text.
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...
CH,A,T,Y,+,R,Y,/,#P4
P',A,+,C',/,#P4
SH,E,+,S',C',/,#P4
S',E,+,M,/,#P4

Phonemic text

...
чаты'ры/#п4
пя'ць/#п4
шэ'сць/#п4
се'м/#п4

Graphemic text

Perl
чаты'ры
пя'ць
шэ'сць
се'м

Reg. expr.

Nooj
CH,A,T,Y,+,R,Y,/,#P4

P',A,+,C',/,#P4
SH,E,+,S',C',/,#P4

S',E,+,M,/,#P4
Syntactic grammar

 

General processing scheme 

Construction of grammars based on rules-based phoneme-to-grapheme 

conversion, both for basic variants of these types of transformations and 

complex options take into account the right and left contexts are considered in 

this report. Study and analysis of performance data grammars in terms of the 

number of errors, computational complexity and speed of the proposed 

algorithms convert the corresponding language resources are made. Practical 

results of this work we are going to use in natural language dialog module 

within mobile robot. 
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